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Alex Edelman & Associates specialises in editing biological science texts 

for non-native English speaking research groups. We have extensive 

expertise in preparing manuscripts for publication and improving the 

chances and speed of acceptance in peer-reviewed journals.  
 

 

Trained scientists: All our editors are native English speakers and have obtained PhDs in biological 

sciences from prestigious British universities. All have 

published research work of their own. 

 

Full-time professional editors: Every   member of the 

team is trained to the rigorous in-house standards laid 

down in our internal reference guide. Our know-how 

allows us to transform texts into grammatically 

correct, clear and easy-to-read English. 

 

Unrivalled experience: We have developed our 

expertise through working on over 10,000 articles and other scientific texts (particularly grant 

applications, activity reports, review articles, published letters, and case reports). Our 

understanding of what editors and reviewers want and our knowledge of the difficulties faced by 

non-native English speakers trying to write in English allow us to make suggestions that will 

improve both the probability and speed of publication.   

 

We do not subcontract: We will not send your manuscript to academics who 

edit part-time or to freelance subcontractors. This policy guarantees the quality 

and continuity of our service, ensures confidentiality and avoids any potential 

problems of conflicts of interest.  

 

Availability and teamwork: All our editors work in our office and 

can be contacted at any time. Even if the editor who handled your 

text is absent, our archiving system makes it possible for other 

members of the team to answer your queries and resolve any 

outstanding questions. Working together also means that the experience of the whole team can be 

brought to bear on difficult issues and complex problems.  
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~90% of people who use 
our service become 

regular clients 

Our clients 

We translate biological and medical texts 
from French, Spanish and Dutch into 
English. We also offer a mixed 

correction/translation service. 


